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Aim for better care, not simply more engagement
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A scientific advisory panel convened by the National Academy
of Medicine in the US has released a new framework for
building and sustaining patient and family engaged care
(PFEC).1 It described PFEC as “care planned, delivered,
managed, and continuously improved in active partnership with
patients and their families (or care partners as defined by the
patient) to ensure integration of their health and healthcare goals,
preferences, and values. It includes explicit and partnered
determination of goals and care options, and it requires ongoing
assessment of the care match with patient goals.”
PFEC should influence clinical decisions and policy making
about the organisation and delivery of care, from the clinical
encounter to the boardroom. The authors expect the framework
to lower costs and to guide and catalyse collaborative actions
to improve healthcare culture, care, and health outcomes. But
this useful, hopeful, and potentially seminal report raises some
concerns that give us, activists for engaged patient centred care,
some pause.
The framework justifies engaged care as a tactic for improving
healthcare, from culture to costs. But behind engagement as a
tactic, there is the obligation to care, to attend to a human
situation of patients and family experiencing illness or the threat
of illness. It is healthcare’s diminished capacity to engage in
caring for people that demands a renewed emphasis on
engagement. If we don’t acknowledge this angle, engagement
tactics are unlikely to succeed.When engagement is used as a
tactic for reducing costs, for example, we may find that the costs
to start and maintain PFEC programs do not compete favorably
with cost containment or profit making programs. Costs of PFEC
programs may then be transferred to patients, by asking them
to prepare, review, and correct extensive material so that they
can make the most of their five minutes of engagement during
the clinical encounter.
Neglecting the burden that engagement strategies may place on
patients and families can have unintended consequences, such
as the silencing of voices made weaker by illness or social
exclusion or made discordant by their particular goals and ways

of achieving them; the discharge from care of those who are
“noncompliant” with engagement; and the under-representation
of patients and families for whom it is more practical to engage
in the co-production of other services.
Patients have been hearing about good intentions like PFEC for
years, hoping for the moment when buzzwords like “patient
centricity” become reality.2 Maybe this report can help catapult
PFEC to the top of healthcare agendas and persuade all
organizations to fully and respectfully partner with patients and
families. Perhaps it can stimulate research to uncover the types
of PFEC that are most likely to improve the care of patients. Or
it may do nothing at all—or worse, make PFEC a promotional
talking point for healthcare, bling for a hospital’s mission
statement, the newest entry into the pantheon of managerial
buzzwords that healthcare leaders can use while doing business
as usual. Before cynicism sets in, we need a to-do list for PFEC.
The task list for PFEC need not be monumental. The new
framework describes systemic and ecological transformations,
but smaller, equally important changes can be made almost
immediately. Making the clinical visit longer and moving the
computer out of the way could help clinicians and patients notice
each other, communicate better, and co-produce more effective
care plans.3 Patients and caregivers who need help finding and
using their voice could be partnered with others who are already
taking control of their healthcare. Practical responses like these
show that patients are powerful and that their voice is integral
to successful care.
Of course, it takes two to partner. Engaged care is not likely to
become routine solely by convincing those with all the power
to have less of it. The new PFEC framework’s focal point lies
firmly within healthcare, while patients and families lie on its
blurry edges. What should patients and families do to rise up
and engage? Where is the evidence about what works, with
minimal burden and costs, for patients and families? Moving
the central point of the framework from healthcare to the true
partnership required in caring for a person and family may bring
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the challenges and opportunities for both sides into sharper
focus.
Ultimately, and the report gets this right, PFEC programs should
not aim at more engagement, but at better care. It is time to
partner with patients and families to co-create careful and kind
care for everyone.
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